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CHAPTER THREE UNTITLED NARRATIVES   In the summer of 2012 I began to photograph spaces devoid of other human presence and built structures. I began to see the scenery differently and it became more than a backdrop or landscape. That the setting is more than a landscape is demonstrated in Untitled Narratives, Alavon #08 (Fig. 5.1).   The setting became a place of expression, having elements to react in or with and to become a part of. I view the landscapes in the photographs as enclosures for Alavon. Sealed off and separated from culture and ideas, the enclosures do not include intrusions. There are no buildings, advertisements, or other females for the figure’s body to be compared to. I chose a setting for the character to find herself rather than to be defined by others.    In order for the Protagonist of the series to freely express emotion and react with her surrounding elements, the landscape is photographed to portray specific characteristics communicating a sense of an enclosed space. Understanding the scene as an enclosure is only possible through understanding the figure. I began to see Alavon differently, as the different settings allowed me to explore different reactions of the character.     Alavon’s clothing changed from a girlish, short, white dress to a tea length dress. Alavon changes clothing throughout the series. The dress changes depending on where the she is in a space and what she reacts to,. The dress’s color and shade varies, becoming more complex. This compliments her surroundings and ties her 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 The light and depth of the setting assist the transformation of physical forms in the frame as psychological forces or presences that interact with Alavon. The interaction between the character and her surroundings inform the viewer of the action in the photograph. An action in a photograph represents past and present events and reactions during times of stress and strength. 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CHAPTER SIX THEMES   Alavon’s movement  in the photographs inform the viewer of the direction she is going in  between the frames. The motion of the figure also informs the viewer of the narrative aspect of the work.     Allegory and narrative play an important role in Untitled Narratives. The photographs are sequenced to portray experiences from my past and present. I desire to reveal events in my life that have been undisclosed. Alavon’s narrative leads the viewer from the character as a hidden figure, to a figure who is transcendent; able to show her body openly and willing to react with or depend on surrounding elements rather than being dominated by them.   There  is  a  circle  of  events  common  to  all  heroines  in  literature  and  film which inspired Alavon actions. A circle of events common in a female heroes path in cinema and fables begins with childlike  innocence,  followed by a call  to adventure and  after  comes  an  accomplishment of  tasks  and  trials.  In  the  circle  of  events  the heroine  reaches  a  point  of  return  and  is  usually  followed  by  a  sense  of  freedom.  Having  enacted  a  similar  path  of  a  heroine,  I  am  inspired  to  use  these  allegorical properties to demonstrate a story of transformation.      Transformation  of  the  self  is  the  overarching  theme  in  Untitled 
Narratives. Alavon moves from being a fearful female, unwilling to show herself, to being a womanly figure capable of challenge and expressiveness. The motion of the character  signifies  movement  between  identities.  I  use  motion  as  an  element  to 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